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UNIT III : -Methods of Teaching

Grammar- Translation Method

Direct Method

Structural-Situational approach

Bilingual approach

Communicative Language Teaching.

Now, we are going to discuss Structural Approach.



According to Romanian Proverb, ” With words alone you
don’t make the soup.”

Approach is related to process and goals of Education.



Meaning of Structural Approach :-

The word ‘structure’ relates to the structure whereas
‘approach’ stands for coming near. The combined meaning
of both the words is approaching English on the basis of
structures.

According to Prof. C. S. Bhandari, ‘ The structural approach
to English is teaching the learner certain selected
structures in a certain order.”

The pattern of structure depends on the arrangement of
words, e.g, Mohan is a good singer. Is Mohan a good singer?

These two sentences convey different meaning due to
different arrangement of words.



There are following four types of structures in English :-

1. Sentence patterns, have complete sentences.

2. Phrase patterns,  emphasize  phrases  . e. g ‘in the bag”,

“under the chair” “with her pain” etc.

3. Idioms, are groups of words that must be taught as a 
whole and not as separate words.

4. Formulas, are group of words used regularly on certain 
occasions e.g. Excuse me, well done. etc.



The Structural  words form the skeleton of the language

while the flesh and blood is provided by the content

”words”-noun, adjective ,verbs and adverbs.

Structural words are very important for the construction of 
sentences. 



Basic principles of structural approach:-

Basic principles are listed below :-

1 The importance of speech:- The speech is

given importance as the means of fixing firmly all ground
work. If you want to teach structures , importance of
speech cannot be neglected.

2 Formal language habits :- The importance of forming
language habits particularly the habit of arranging words in
English standard sentence patterns to replace the sentence
patterns of the pupil's own language.

3. Students activity is essential:- You have to keep in view
that students' activity is to be emphasize for teaching

structures.



Objectives of Structural Approach:-

1. To provide in knowledge of about 275 to    
300  structures up to 10th class.

2. To provide a vocabulary of around 2500 words 
in active vocabulary and 500 words in passive 
vocabulary.

3. To correlate Grammar teaching with the lesson 
of English reader, i . e, with reading.

4. To teach listening, speaking, reading and 
writing.



Characteristics of  Structural Approach :-

1. Speech is important :- Structures are 
presented orally and the students practice 
them through a number of oral drills, such as, 
repetition, substitutions, question answer and 
chain drill. Reading and writing is taken later 
on.

2. Mastery of structures:- Actually the effective 
language learning depends on aural-oral 
practice . The mastery of structures requires 
the sufficient practice of four skills.



3. Formation of language habits:- As the 
language learning is a habit formation process, 
in it all the aspects are taken care of as all the 
four skills are practiced. 

4. Situation teaching:- Structural approach 
puts stress on creating situations with the help 
of objects, pictures, flashcards, actions and 
gestures. As this makes the teaching 
meaningful and effective.



5. Pupils’ activities:- Learning is meant for 
students. Therefore, the students are expected 
to be very active in the class for learning a 
language. Practice and drill is given which 
ensures effective learning.



Advantage of structural approach :-

1. Carefully selected and graded language items:- As the
structures are carefully selected and graded, and their
repetition help the learners to make it their habit.

2. Speech is emphasised:- It is said that language is a speech
and not writing. According to it much importance is given to
speech.

3. Habit formation is stressed:- Language learning is a habit
formation process. To cultivate habit, intensive drills are

given.



4. Language is taught in situations:- Items of
vocabulary and structures are taught in
appropriate situations.

5. Pupils become active:- Pupils who are asked
to do drill works are very active participants in
teaching learning process. They have
opportunities to speak and practice structures
limitations.



Limitations

1. Uninteresting reading material:- Rigid 
sequencing results in uninteresting reading 
material. There is need for some flexibility.

2. Writing and vocabulary expansion:- Speech is 
overemphasised.

3. Use of mother tongue:- There is no place for 
mother tongue. But pupils find it difficult to 
understand everything in English.



4. Mechanical drilling:- Over-emphasis is given on 
drill work and that too does not ensure habit 
formation.

5. Not suited for senior classes:- This approach is 
fine for early classes but not for senior classes. 
Because senior level student must be given free 
hand



Conclusion:-

Most of the allegations against structural
approach are because of mixing it up as a
method. Structural approach is not a method.
It is a viewpoint, a matter of principles involved
in teaching of a language. Approach, therefore,
is more pragmatic in its outlook and may go
with any method.




